Become a MORP Business Sustain-a-Tree Member!

Your generous sponsorship of $300/year or $25/month provides the roots and stability to Montezuma Orchard Restoration Project’s (MORP) program work of Preservation, Education & Outreach, and Orchard Culture & Economy.

Here is how MORP thanks you:

- Have your ad placed in MORP’s yearly calendar. (see example above)
- Your business name will be placed on a heritage apple tree sign at the historic Gold Medal Orchard in McElmo Canyon, Colorado. MORP will share a link to your sponsored tree with you.
- MORP will promote your business on social media, and include your business name on membership email newsletters.
- You will receive a Sustain-a-Tree window decal to let your customers know of your generous support to MORP.
FOR YOUR SUSTAINING BUSINESS SUPPORT TO MONTEZUMA ORCHARD RESTORATION PROJECT (MORP) OF $300 OR MORE PER YEAR, YOUR BUSINESS AD WILL BE FEATURED IN MORP'S ANNUAL CALENDAR. SPACE IS LIMITED TO 24 BUSINESSES SO RESERVE YOUR PREFERRED CALENDAR MONTH NOW!

PLEASE PROVIDE A 1/6 PAGE AD DESIGN (4.81" W X 2.31" H) IN HIGH RESOLUTION JPEG FORMAT TO MORP AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. EMAIL TO: morp@montezumaorchard.org

MORP WILL HAVE 1000 COPIES PRINTED FOR DISTRIBUTION AT LEAST A MONTH BEFORE THE END OF THE YEAR, AND WILL MAIL 400 OR MORE COPIES TO MORP MEMBERS. BUSINESS SPONSORS WILL EACH RECEIVE 20 COURTESY COPIES OF THE CALENDAR THAT CAN BE SOLD (YOU KEEP THE PROFITS) OR GIVEN TO CUSTOMERS.

BUSINESS NAME_______________________________________________________________

RESERVED CALENDAR MONTH FOR AD SPOT_______________________________________

PLEDGED SUSTAINING AMOUNT___________________________________________________

BUSINESS SIGNATURE___________________________________________________________

MORP SIGNATURE_________________________________________________________________

POB 1556, CORTEZ, CO 81321   (970) 565-3099  www.montezumaorchard.org